Issue 355, 15 January, 2015

The power within
Welcome back Charlie! After a few weeks off Charlie has come back from his break refreshed and
raring to offer investment insights for 2015. His first one is a ripper! Today he explains why you need to
own more Telstra.
Also in the Switzer Super Report today, we have Roger Montgomery’s first article for the year with a
rundown of his favourites, which include Challenger, Ramsay and Sirtex.
Tony Featherstone offers three small caps to buy on the oil price falls and in Buy, Sell, Hold – what the
brokers say, NAB, QBE and Santos all get upgrades. Jelena Stevanović of Platypus Asset
Management is our fundie and her favourite is Virtus Health.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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US dollar power and why you need to own more
Telstra
by Charlie Aitken
Key points
2014 was not an easy year for
Australian-based investors and 2015 will be
somewhat similar.
The equity yield trade is far from over.
The key lesson is to cut your losers but to let
winners, like Telstra, run.

The World Bank lowered its global growth forecast for
2015 from 3.4% to 3% yesterday.
Let’s just remind ourselves of some of these
stunningly low, long bond yields globally. These
yields are for 10 years.

No doubt the rally in safe havens and protection is a
sign we can expect further equity market volatility.
The fact we are seeing the US dollar, US long bonds,
global long bonds, gold and volatility (VIX) all rally at
once is a sign of investors becoming increasingly
defensive. On the other side of the equation, the sell
off in the commodity complex can accurately be
described as a rout.
The investing world appears to be positioning for an
extended period of low GDP growth, low inflation and
ultra-low interest rates. That is all you can conclude
from the pricing of long bonds and commodities. That
view, outside of the USA, is most likely correct in my
opinion and clearly has stock, sector and asset
allocation ramifications for Australian investors.
Let’s start top down then conclude with a bottom up
stock idea.
Commodity rout

US dollar power
If anything, they are right about the only developed
economy in the world having UPSIDE interest rate
(cash rate) risk being the United States. Every other
developed economy, from the UK, through Eurozone,
Japan and even Australia has a flat to lower interest
rate trajectory ahead. This is why I continue to believe
in the currency world all roads lead to the US dollar
and we are in the infancy, yes infancy, of a major US
dollar revival, which has major cross asset class and
volatility ramifications.

The Oil price crash has MAJOR inflationary
implications, which you can see the bond market is all
over and pricing in. In fact, both input prices in terms
of commodity prices have fallen across the board and
wage inflation also remains anaemic. The bond
markets could well be right in pricing in an extended
period of low inflation/deflation and low GDP growth.
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I continue to recommend shorting the Japanese Yen,
Euro and Australian dollar. My target on the US dollar
Index (DXY) is 100 in the near-term, while I have to
admit that I also forecast the NZ dollar will go above
parity to the Australian dollar due to the differentiated
growth and interest rate directions of the respective
trans-Tasman economies.

Telstra
I am going to start the year by banging the drum on a
core high conviction stock pick and portfolio
overweight, Telstra (TLS). This is a classic example
of letting a winner run.

The key point is that for Australian-based investors
there remains a clear case for increasing US dollar
exposure either directly or indirectly. I am targeting 75
US cents as my Aussie/US dollar target. It’s only 6.5
US cents away and we have all seen how quickly
currencies can move.
Australian-based investors also need to strongly
consider what the global and domestic bond yield
curves are trying to tell you. The Australian 10yr bond
yield is now only 6 basis points above the current
RBA cash rate setting of 2.50%. The entire Australian
bond yield curve, with the exception of the 10yr yield,
is now below the current cash rate. The 3yr bond
yield is 42 basis points BELOW the current cash rate.
That discount to the cash rate has widened since I
last wrote on the topic in December and it’s fair to
say the RBA is getting further and further behind the
curve.
Rate cut expectations
My core strategy is the RBA will cut rates by 50 basis
points in the first half of 2015 as GDP surprises on
the downside and unemployment on the upside. That
clearly has currency, asset allocation, stock and
sector recommendation ramifications for
Australian-based investors. Clearly, for one, the
equity “yield trade” would be far from “dead” in that
scenario.

Telstra could well be the top 10 stock to own. It has
dividend growth, positive earnings revision, regulatory
certainty, pricing power, excess capital and massive
grossed up yield advantage to any duration of
Australian government bond.
Telstra is an equity growth bond. In FY15 I forecast
Telstra to pay 32c of fully franked dividends. The
interim dividend is a little over a month away. At the
current share price ($6.17), Telstra has a prospective
dividend yield of 5.18% or 7.40% grossed up, based
off that 32 cent fully franked annual dividend forecast.
With the huge move down we have seen in bond
yields and yield curves, I am upgrading my 12-month
forward Telstra price target to $7.00 from $6.40.
There is simply no way that Telstra will continue to
yield “grossed up” more than 3.5 times the
equivalent 3yr government bond rate (2.08%), or
potentially more than 3 times the future RBA cash
rate. Telstra yield will be bid down and, inversely,
capital growth will be solid, as money flows from fixed
interest to equity yield. At 3.5 times the current 3yr
bond yield, you are being compensated for taking
equity risk.
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TLS vs. 3yr AGB yield

That’s my first piece of stock and portfolio advice this
year: make sure you own enough Telstra (TLS).
2014 was not an easy year for Australian-based
investors and I expect 2015 will be somewhat similar.
However, there will be capital gains and income to be
generated, we just need to remain extremely focused
on where that will come from. The key lesson from
2014 remains – be a ruthless cutter of losers and let
winners run. I suspect that will be even more valid in
2015 as the Fed starts the interest rate normalisation
cycle, while the rest of the world is heading in the
other direction.
I hope I can again help you negotiate through what
will continue to be volatile markets. In volatility there
is opportunity.
Go Australia, Charlie
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Staff Reporter
In the good books
Morgans upgraded Acrux Limited (ACR) to Hold
from Reduce. The broker expects a seasonally
stronger quarter for Axiron when marketing partner Eli
Lilly reports its results this month. Morgans advises
that investors with a short-term view can consider
trading the stock into the expected result. Upside risk
is predicated on continuing weakness in the
Australian dollar and the stabilisation of script
volumes. Downside risk is uncertainty surrounding
the clinical risks being reviewed by regulators.
Macquarie upgraded NAB to Outperform from
Neutral and Morgan Stanley upgraded from
Equal-weight to Overweight. Macquarie considers
the underperformance of the business bank is
explained by an over emphasis on value-neutral retail
expansion and a poorly constructed cost reduction
program, which led to a revenue hole. Macquarie is
pleased the bank is working to address this situation.
Morgan Stanley has taken the view there are now
sufficient signals the tide might be turning under the
new CEO.
Macquarie upgraded QBE Insurance to
Outperform from Neutral. QBE strengthened its
capital position in 2014 and Macquarie believes the
current risk/reward balance is favourable. That said,
premiums are expected to remain weak in 2015.
While upgrading to Outperform from Neutral, the
broker does not believe a material re-rating is likely,
given the difficult operating conditions in the sector
and uncertainty regarding forecast earnings.
Credit Suisse upgraded Santos (STO) to Neutral
from Underperform. Credit Suisse has been
amongst the most bearish on Santos in the Australian
share market, arguing that only a fool would not
incorporate a highly dilutive capital raising in the
modeling for the company. CS maintains a capital
raising is going to happen, pointing out the company
stands to lose some 16mmboe of existing production
from 2015-2020.

The upgrade is actually based upon the fact that if
Santos does not raise additional capital, the analysts
can see 20-30% more downside, over time. In case of
a capital raising of at least $2.5bn, today’s share price
seems “fair”.
In the not so good books
Morgan Stanley downgraded CBA to
Equal-weight from Overweight. Morgan Stanley
has decided to reshuffle its preferences among
Australia’s major banks. CBA goes from number one
to number three with National Australia Bank (NAB)
now most preferred. The analysts suggest CBA is
about to run out of steam, with the EPS upgrade
cycle coming to an end and with its valuation most
stretched in the sector.
Morgans downgraded Lend Lease Corporation
(LLC) to Hold from Add. Morgans is increasingly
wary of the company’s valuation and downgrades to
Hold from Add. Continued compression of cap rates,
while helping the FY15-17 earnings performance
outlook, makes the medium-term pipeline more
expensive. The broker is concerned about the
prospect of replenishing major projects albeit very
confident regarding the earnings profile for the next
couple of years.
The above was compiled from reports on FNArena,
which tabulates the views of eight major Australian
and international stock brokers: BA-Merrill Lynch,
CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Getting in shape to face 2015
by Roger Montgomery
Key points
Companies need to get serious after a decade
of enjoying demand from a resource-hungry
China.
Just cutting the fat won’t do it, companies
also need to focus on strategy and innovation.
Companies like Seek, Ramsay and
Challenger have had good foresight.
A Happy New Year to everyone from the team at
Montgomery. For many returning from the festive
break, the focus will be on removing the excess that
has crept in over time. But I’m not referring to those
of you who overindulged in ham and Christmas
pudding this year. I’m talking about the job at hand
for managers of Australian companies.
Cutting the fat

competition, Coca-Cola was forced to lower prices in
response. Margins at the EBIT line (earnings before
interest and tax) subsequently fell from 19.2% to
16.6% in the first half of 2014, which suggests that
efficiency may not have been a top priority of
management.
Coca-Cola isn’t the only major Australian company
that has gone to the fridge and thrown out all the junk
food. Qantas, Brambles, AMP, Fairfax, BHP Billiton,
Rio Tinto, Boral and QBE all embarked on cost
reduction programs in 2014.
Deutsche Bank considers that this may be just the
beginning of a multi-year cost-out effort. Australian
equities outperformed US equities during 2003-2007
by 76%, and due to the “China effect” experienced a
shallower downturn in 2009. For a number of years,
companies in the United States have been forced to
reduce expenses in order to grow earnings.
Fit and fast

For the past decade, Australian companies have
enjoyed the side-benefits from a resource-hungry
China. When times are good, management tends to
focus on winning work rather than minimising
expenses. Once the work is secure, the focus should
revert to maximising earnings through efficient
operations. But if a boom continues for a prolonged
period, there is less pressure to target efficiencies
and excesses easily develop. Now that the party has
ended, many corporate giants have woken up, looked
in the mirror, and realised that they need to shape up.
And fast.
Take Coca-Cola Amatil (ASX: CCL) for example.
Between 2006 and 2013, revenue grew at an average
4.3% per annum, of which 3% was derived from price
increases. When volumes declined in 2013 as a
result of pressure from supermarkets and increasing

But anyone who has needed to get back into shape
knows, that the real work begins when the feet hit the
pavement. In order to grow earnings sustainably,
companies must innovate and reinvest at higher
returns. The gains will come, but it will not be as quick
as a cost-out program, particularly if innovation has
not been a higher priority for a prolonged period.
We expect that Coles (ASX: WES) and Woolworths
(ASX: WOW) will soon awake to this harsh reality. By
enjoying a comfortable duopoly for many years, Coles
and Woolworths have grown earnings by focusing on
sales, rather than eliminating internal costs. Contrast
this to Aldi, the German discount supermarket chain,
whose sole focus is to provide customers with
relatively fewer, high quality items at the lowest
possible prices. Since opening its first Australian
store in 2001, Aldi has built its network to 350
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supermarkets and now has sufficient scale to
challenge the incumbents.
Readers only need to look at Metcash (ASX: MTS),
operator of the IGA network, to appreciate the
consequences of failing to innovate. In 2014, Metcash
announced a transformation plan, which requires
hundreds of millions of dollars to refurbish stores and
overhaul its supply chain. The company was forced to
slash its dividend to pay for these initiatives, and its
share price ended the year 40% lower.
The poster children
But this should not spell doom and gloom for
investors. In fact, there are many listed Australian
companies that have used the past 10 years as a
platform for future growth.
Challenger Financial (ASX: CGF) spent this time
defining the annuities market, and is now very well
positioned for rapid growth from an ageing population
seeking secure retirement income.
Ramsay Health Care (ASX: RHC) ventured offshore
to become one of the largest, and most profitable,
private hospital operators in the world.
Sirtex Medical (ASX: SRX) has taken the time to
prove the potential of its highly innovative product,
Sir-Spheres, to combat liver cancer.
Seek Ltd (ASX: SEK), Australia’s largest
employment classifieds website, is trying to replicate
its domestic success by investing in leading job
boards around the world.
Montgomery Investment Management has invested in
these companies; they are able to redeploy capital at
high rates of returns, borne from a continual focus on
innovation. If you invest in companies, which have the
same philosophy, then your portfolio should be in
very good shape.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Small caps to benefit from oil’s tumble
by Tony Featherstone
Key points
The small cap sector is often overlooked in
this sort of analysis.
Small trucking company Lindsay and regional
airline Regional Express (REX) have
potential.
ARB Corporation knows its customers and its
market well.
Outside of short selling, there are four main ways to
play the oil-price collapse: buying blue-chips that
benefit from lower fuel costs; identifying beaten-up
energy producers; backing companies that gain from
higher consumer spending; and, my preference,
pinpointing small-cap industrial companies.
Heavy fuel users in transport and manufacturing are
obvious blue-chip beneficiaries. But the likes of
Qantas Airways have already rallied, airlines
businesses are historically terrible to own, and listed
aviation and manufacturing businesses are not well
represented on ASX.
The second strategy – looking for value within the
energy sector – has had less coverage in investment
and mainstream communities. There is some merit in
this strategy: Woodside Petroleum will, in time, be a
good buy for self-managed super funds thanks to a
stronger balance sheet that will allow it to mop up
weakened competitors and lift its growth prospects.
Mid-tier producers, such as Australian Worldwide
Exploration, are also well positioned to benefit from
industry consolidation in the long run. But it’s too
soon to buy energy stocks, such is the volatility and
uncertainty as the oil price tries to find a floor.

The third strategy expects energy prices to stay low
for a few years as oil supply takes time to adjust, and
as global demand remains anaemic. History shows
consumer-staples stocks benefit from a lower oil price
as consumers have a few more dollars each week to
spend on essentials. The iShares Global Consumer
Staples Exchange Traded Fund is an interesting idea
in this context.
The fourth strategy – buying small-cap industrial
companies that benefit from a lower oil price – is
more appealing, given this part of the market is often
overlooked in such analysis. The goal is finding
higher-quality small-cap companies at attractive
valuations that are good investments in their own
right, and treating the lower oil price as a bonus
rather than the main reason to buy.
Caveats aside, these three small caps have
interesting prospects in the next few years:
1. Lindsay Australia
The small trucking company has had a strong start to
2015, up from 40 cents to a 52-week high of 50 cents,
before easing to 45 cents. The Queensland-based
company has two key segments: transporting
refrigerated produce and processed food, and selling
rural merchandise.
Lindsay should benefit from lower fuel bills. But it is
the long-term potential as a play on the Asian “dining
boom” that most appeals. As the number of
middle-class consumers in Asia increases more than
sixfold to an expected 3.2 billion by 2030, Australian
food will be in much demand and Lindsay’s position
in the North Queensland “food bowl” will be valuable.
Buying a company that will move the produce – rather
than grow it – has appeal and is perhaps a less
considered strategy for the unfolding boom in food
exports to Asia.
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Owning one of Australia’s largest fleets of
refrigerated trucks gives Lindsay some competitive
advantage in exporting fresh produce, and it has
increased its investment in horticulture and has
developed a new transport-market segment, Lindsea,
to service the seafood industry.
Lindsay had an almost 10% Return on Equity (ROE)
in 2013-14 – reasonable for a small road-transport
company, although down from 13.2% year earlier.
Washington H Soul Pattinson and Co is the largest
shareholder with a 16.6% stake, and some other
good small-cap judges are on the register.
Chart 1: Lindsay Australia

As Australia’s largest independent airline, REX has
obvious strong leverage to lower oil prices and
cheaper fuel bills, already reflected in its recent
share-price rally.
Until the past two financial years, REX had a history
of high, consistent double-digit ROE – rare in the
global airline business. The company said in
November it had made more accumulated pre-tax
profit in the past nine years than Qantas or Virgin
Australia Holdings – a remarkable achievement.
But REX, too, has faced severe trading conditions.
The fading mining investment boom reduced travel
demand from fly-in/fly-out workers and general
regional airline travel. A competitor, Alliance Aviation
Services, downgraded profits because of the
resource downturn and uncertainty in
mining-company contracts.
REX warned of financial disaster in the aviation
sector, with three regional airlines collapsing and
Qantas and Virgin reporting huge losses. REX made
$10.7 million in pre-tax profit in 2013-14, down 44%
on a year earlier.

Source: ASX
2. Regional Express Holdings
The small airline is also trading at a 52-week high, up
from 69 cents to $1.09 in the last six months. But
REX’s five-year average annualised total
shareholder return (including dividends) is almost
zero, meaning it has plenty of scope for catch-up in
2015 and beyond.

Longer term, REX has the potential to consolidate the
regional airline industry and rebuild its ROE, after
acquiring $56 million of assets in the past financial
year to support faster growth. REX has the balance
sheet and skill to snap up and integrate smaller,
weakened competitors.
Deputy chairman John Sharp said at the annual
general meeting in November: “REX Group is now
well poised to take advantage of the upturn in the
economy when that happens. Our passenger
numbers have stopped declining and fuel prices have
remained low during the first part of this financial
year.”
REX’s turnaround, still in its infancy, will have further
to run if oil prices stay low and the Australian
economy slowly improves in the next few years.
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Chart 2: Regional Express Holdings

Lower fuels bills should be a tailwind for stronger
four-wheel-drive accessories demand, although it will
take time to flow through to ARB’s earnings. A lower
Australian dollar will help its exports sales, which are
becoming a bigger part of overall of sales.
ARB’s biggest attractions are its exceptional
long-term performance, its history of innovation,
understanding of its customer base, and potential for
store-network expansion. A 10-year average
annualised total shareholder return of 17% shows the
quality.

Source: ASX
3. ARB Corporation
It might seem a long shot to include four-wheel-drive
accessories maker ARB Corporation in this list. But
lower fuel bills are unambiguously good news for
owners of gas-guzzling larger cars, and incentive to
take longer road trips and spend more on car parts
and accessories.
As an aside, impressive car-parts distributor Burson
Group, a recent listing on ASX, is another potential
beneficiary from lower fuel bills, as is smash repairer
AMA Group, if cars are driven longer and repaired
more often. Both are worth watching, although it’s
too much of a stretch to suggest the lower oil price on
its own is reason to buy them.

After falling from a 52-week high of $13.73 to $11.42,
ARB is approaching value territory, although not a
screaming buy at current prices.
Nevertheless, SMSFs that look to accumulate
high-quality small caps and hold them for several
years could do worse than consider ARB. Some
analysts are concerned that the market is
overestimating the company’s turnaround potential in
2014-15, given the slowing Australian economy.
Although a valid concern, the lower oil price increases
the odds in ARB’s favour.
Chart 3: ARB Corporation

ARB is suffering from sluggish demand for
aftermarket four-wheel-drive accessories – about
70% of the business. The resource-sector downturn
is reducing demand for company-owned four-wheel
drives and accessories.
Pre-tax profit for 2013-14 fell 1.2% to $57.3 million –
a rare fall for a company with such a long history of
consistent strong profit growth, although a $1 a share
fully franked special dividend offset some pain.
At the Annual General Meeting in November, ARB
said it had made an encouraging trading start to the
financial year, but guided from modest profit growth
due to lower margins on export and original
equipment sales, and higher operating costs from its
offshore expansion strategy.

Source: ASX
- Tony Featherstone is a former managing editor of
BRW and Shares magazines. All prices and analysis
at January 14,2014.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Virtus Health – a unique conception
by Jelena Stevanovic
How long have you held Virtus Health (VRT)?
We have held Virtus since it listed on the ASX, buying
the initial position in the Initial Public Offering in June
2013 and then adding on market.
What do you like about it?
Virtus is an Australian provider of assisted
reproductive technology (ART) services. The
company is not only a clinical leader in this field but it
also has a very successful corporate model that
Virtus has replicated across various Australian states,
and is now taking offshore.
Virtus engages over 80 fertility specialists across
Australia alone. The fertility specialists are not
employed by Virtus; however, the company has a
well-structured reimbursement model that only
rewards specialists for the procedures performed and
so it does not suffer specialist staff costs for
non-productive work.
Virtus Health (VRT)

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 15 January 2015

In addition, a bonus and share option scheme
provides incentives for specialists to perform
maximum number of procedures; however,
specialists are not penalised for performing less
procedures in any particular year.
This model ensures that doctors find the most
appropriate balance between clinical work and
scientific research for themselves and are not
pressured to abandon research or teaching for clinical
work. Through this model Virtus is able to attract key
opinion leaders in reproductive medicine and
continue to be one of the globally leading clinical
providers in this field, while still maintaining revenue
growth and high margins.
How is it better than its competitors?
Virtus in one of only two listed ART service providers
globally; the other one is Monash IVF (MVF) and so
both players are Australian.
Both Virtus and MVF are clinical leaders in this field
and have provided ART services for a number of
decades. However, Virtus has existed in its current
corporate form longer than MVF and therefore its
Australian divisions operate in a similar manner.
In comparison, MVF has a number of different models
across various Australian states (e.g. GP model in SA
versus specialist model in VIC). Having one
operational model across all of its Australian clinics
means that Virtus’s clinicians are more productive
and generate higher revenue per doctor each year. In
addition, Virtus is in a better position to roll out new
initiatives in a uniform way across the entire country –
such as introducing a low cost model in appropriate
socio-economic catchment areas.
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What do you like about its management?
Virtus’s management has a proven track record in
successfully consolidating smaller, stand-alone
players into Virtus Group. The management team
has, for a number of years, provided the right kind of
administrative and marketing support to its fertility
specialists while not interfering with their research or
clinical work. This, combined with a strong support
network of pathology labs, day hospitals and a large
number of leading scientists, has continued to attract
fertility specialists to Virtus. Therefore, we believe that
Virtus management will continue to successfully
consolidate both the Australian and the offshore
markets.
What is your target price on Virtus?
We believe that Virtus could trade on 20 times
12-month forward PE or $9.50 per share. It is
currently trading on 17.5 times.

data on IVF cycle growth. While Virtus’ short term
performance will no doubt reflect the volatility (and
recent downturn) seen in Medicare volume growth, it
is important to note that long term demand trend for
ART service providers remains positive.
The average age of first time mothers in Australia
continues to increase (www.abs.gov.au) and a
woman’s age is the single most important factor
impacting female fertility. The chances of conceiving
naturally for a 36-year old woman are approximately
half of that of a 20-year old woman. However, IVF
and other ART methods can increase chances of
falling pregnant for 36 to 40 year old women from
~10% to 35%.
As ART success rates and affordability improve, we
expect more people to seek fertility treatment from
providers such as Virtus. This, together with Virtus’s
plan to continue to consolidate the markets in which it
operates, should ensure continued revenue and
earnings growth for the company.

At what point would you sell it?
We would take profits in Virtus if it traded through its
valuation.
How much has it added (subtracted) to your
overall portfolio over the last 12 months?

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

In the last 12 months (to December 31, 2014) Virtus
has subtracted 26 basis points of performance from
our portfolio relative to benchmark.
Is it a liquid stock?
Virtus liquidity has improved significantly since April
2014 and currently trades >$2m worth daily.
Where do you see the value?
We believe that as Virtus continues to consolidate the
markets in which it operates, the stock will continue to
outperform.
Is there anything else you would like to say about
company Virtus?
In the last 12 months Virtus share performance has
been volatile and it has reacted to monthly Medicare
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Limited recourse borrowing arrangements – an
update
by Tony Negline
Key points
A statement by the ATO last year raises some
doubts about the ability of your SMSF to pay
out a loan from an insurance policy proceeds.
Stamp duty for transfer of property into SMSFs
in NSW has increased from $50 to
$5000.

Limited Recourse Borrowing Arrangements, or
LRBAs, might be under review as a result of the
Murray Review but for those who already have these
gearing arrangements in place, there are some recent
developments and information published by the ATO
that you need to be aware of.
1. Cross insurance
A common LRBA structure is as follows – an SMSF
has an LRBA and more than one member. If one of
the members dies, or is permanently disabled, the
SMSF trustees would like part or all of the loan to be
paid using the proceeds of a life insurance policy so
that the asset doesn’t have to be sold.
(Just some background information, when a member
dies or is permanently disabled and the super fund
has a life insurance in place covering either or both of
these events then obviously the trustee will claim on
the life policy. Any claim proceeds are then paid into
the fund. The issue is always: what does the trustee
do with these policy proceeds? Typically they’re paid
out of the fund as lump sum amounts or pensions
depending on what is allowed by the fund’s trust
deed and what best suits the individuals involved. In
the above scenario, the trustee wants to keep the
insurance proceeds to repay the loan.)

Under rules put in place from 1 July 2014, a super
fund can only take out new insurance policies when
“the insured event is consistent with a condition of
release”.
Two conditions of release under super laws are death
and permanent incapacity. So can life insurance
policies allowing for these events be taken out by a
trustee if the proceeds will be used to repay a super
fund loan?
The ATO published information on its website on 17
November 2014, stating that, in its view, the policy
proceeds must be paid out of the super fund, i.e. they
can’t keep the proceeds within the fund to pay down
the loan.
Some superannuation lawyers believe that the
ATO’s view seems inconsistent with the wording of
the rules.
As the ATO view hasn’t been expressed in a publicly
available ruling it can’t be classed as its official
legally binding view.
If you’re potentially impacted by this change, what
should you do? Firstly, you should consider getting
advice from an experienced superannuation lawyer.
Secondly, you might want to revisit your
arrangements and assess where your financial affairs
would be in the event that one of your super fund
members were to die or be permanently invalided and
the insurance proceeds had to be paid out of the
fund.
Note, however, that this ATO view doesn’t apply to
any insurance policies purchased by a super fund
trustees before 1 July 2014.
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2. NSW stamp duty change
NSW offers two generous stamp duty concessions
involving LRBAs. The first is the transferring of real
estate to an SMSF. From 1 July 2014, the maximum
stamp duty amount increased from $50 to $500,
which is still a remarkable concession on normal ad
valorem stamp duty – for example, NSW stamp duty
on real estate of worth $500,000 is normally almost
$18,000.
In reality, this concession will only apply to
commercial, retail or industrial real estate as this is
the only type of property that can be transferred into a
super fund when that property is owned by a related
party of the fund.
If the above purchase is made via an LRBA, then the
stamp duty is also $500 – this rate hasn’t changed –
which is also a large concession.
For these concessional rates to apply, the property
must be owned by an individual and the purchaser
must be an SMSF trustee. The property must be used
to provide retirement benefits for the individual, which
means your fund will probably have to prepare
segregated financial accounts.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Franking credits and share traders
by Questions of the Week
Question: Are our franking credits safer, seeing
they seem to have shelved the paid parental leave
scheme? A more direct tax on money taken out of
super seems inevitable or on profit, regardless of
whether in pension mode or not. Or am I tilting at
windmills?
Answer (By Paul Rickard): There has been no
update about this. While further changes are
expected to the paid parental leave scheme, the
current plan would see larger companies pay a levy
of 1.5% to fund this commencing 1 July 2015.

transaction records, including trustee minutes.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

At the same time, the company tax rate would be
reduced to 28.5% – meaning that larger companies
would continue to pay tax at an effective rate of 30%,
but only be able to frank their dividends at a rate of
28.5%.
My guess is that we will get an update on the paid
parental leave scheme in February – and alongside
this, any flow on impacts it has for investors.
Question 2: The ATO seems to want to take a dim
view of trustees who ‘trade’ shares within the
SMSF format. This I believe is because of the tax
advantaged situation, especially in pension
format. What constitutes a ‘share trading’
situation? I believe they recognise a trustees right
to review investments for peak performance but
the ‘share trading’ issue seems to be gaining
strength! What are your thoughts?
Answer 2 (By Tony Negline): Super funds are
specifically banned from being a ‘share trader’ for
tax purposes. As pension funds don’t pay tax, this is
not really relevant in pension stage.
Whatever you buy and sell in your super fund, you
should make sure that your trust deed and investment
strategy are consistent and that you keep all relevant
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